Vanguard 500 Index Admiral (VFIAX)

**Benchmark**
Russell 1000 TR USD

**Investment Objective & Strategy**
From investment’s prospectus:
The investment seeks to track the performance of a benchmark index that measures the investment return of large-capitalization stocks.

The fund employs an indexing investment approach designed to track the performance of the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, a widely recognized benchmark of U.S. stock market performance that is dominated by the stocks of large U.S. companies. The advisor attempts to replicate the target index by investing all, or substantially all, of its assets in the stocks that make up the index, holding each stock in approximately the same proportion as its weighting in the index.

**Performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1 Year</th>
<th>3 Year</th>
<th>5 Year</th>
<th>10 Year</th>
<th>Since Inception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YTD</td>
<td>20.54</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.54</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.53</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>13.19</td>
<td>10.62</td>
<td>13.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.98</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>11.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quarterly Returns as of 09-30-19**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Return %</th>
<th>Standardized Return %</th>
<th>Since Inception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YTD</td>
<td>20.54</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>13.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Year</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>13.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Year</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Year</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Performance Disclosure**
The performance data quoted represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate; thus an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than return data quoted herein. For performance data current to the most recent month-end please visit the website listed under Operations and Management on this page.

**Portfolio Analysis as of 08-31-19**

**Composition as of 08-31-19**

- **U.S. Stocks**: 98.9%
- **Non-U.S. Stocks**: 1.0%
- **Bonds**: 0.0%
- **Cash**: 0.2%
- **Other**: 0.0%

**Top 10 Holdings as of 08-31-19**

- Microsoft Corp: 4.33%
- Apple Inc: 3.74%
- Amazon.com Inc: 3.01%
- Facebook Inc: 1.83%
- Berkshire Hathaway Inc B: 1.57%
- Alphabet Inc Class C: 1.49%
- Alphabet Inc A: 1.46%
- JPMorgan Chase & Co: 1.46%
- Johnson & Johnson: 1.40%
- Visa Inc Class A: 1.29%

- **Total Number of Stock Holdings**: 508
- **Total Number of Bond Holdings**: 1
- **Annual Turnover Ratio %**: 4.00%
- **Total Fund Assets ($mil)**: 372,615.78

**Principal Risks as of 08-31-19**

Loss of Money, Not FDIC Insured, Market/Market Volatility, Equity Securities, Management
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Important Disclosures

The Investment Profile is supplemental sales literature and must be preceded or accompanied by the fund’s current prospectus as well as this disclosure statement. The performance data given represents past performance and should not be considered indicative of future results. Principal value and investment return will fluctuate, so that an investor’s shares when redeemed may be worth more or less than the original investment. Fund portfolio statistics change over time. The fund is not FDIC-insured, may lose value and is not guaranteed by a bank or other financial institution.

Performance
Total return reflects performance without adjusting for sales charges or the effects of taxation, but is adjusted to reflect all actual ongoing fund expenses and assumes reinvestment of dividends and capital gains. If adjusted, sales charges would reduce the performance quoted.

Standardized Total Return is total return adjusted for sales charges.
NAV Return is based on net asset value for a fund. Net asset value is calculated by dividing the total net assets of the fund by the total number of shares. NAVs come directly from the fund company. ETF investors purchase shares on an exchange at the market price, which may be different than the NAV.
Market Return is the price at which an exchange-traded fund (ETF) may be bought or sold. The price listed may or may not be the same as the fund’s NAV.

The fund’s performance is compared with that of an index. The index is an unmanaged portfolio of specified securities and the index does not reflect any initial or ongoing expenses. The index cannot be invested in directly. A fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities in the index. The index is chosen by Morningstar.

Morningstar Category
Morningstar Category is assigned by placing funds into peer groups based on their underlying holdings. The underlying securities in each portfolio are the primary factor in our analysis as the investment objective and investment strategy stated in a fund’s prospectus may not be sufficiently detailed for our proprietary classification methodology. Funds are placed in a category based on their portfolio statistics and compositions over the past three years. Analysis of performance and other indicative facts are also considered. If the fund is new and has no portfolio history, Morningstar estimates where it will fall before giving it a permanent category assignment. Categories may be changed based on recent changes to the portfolio.

Total Annual Operating Expense
This is the percentage of fund assets paid for operating expenses and management fees. The expense ratio typically includes the following types of fees: accounting, administrator, advisor, board of directors, custodial, distribution (12b-1), legal, organizational, professional, registration, shareholder reporting, sub-advisor, and transfer agency. The expense ratio does not reflect the fund’s brokerage costs or any investor sales charges. In contrast to the net expense ratio, the gross expense ratio does not reflect any fee waivers in effect during the time period.
Also known as the Prospectus Gross Expense Ratio, Morningstar pulls the prospectus gross expense ratio from the fund’s most recent prospectus.

Expense Ratio %
The expense ratio is the annual fee that all funds charge their shareholders. It expresses the percentage of assets deducted each fiscal year for fund expenses, including 12b-1 fees, management fees, administrative fees, operating costs, and all other asset-based costs incurred by the fund. Portfolio transaction fees, or brokerage costs, as well as front-end or deferred sales charges are not included in the expense ratio. The expense ratio, which is deducted from the fund’s average net assets, is accrued on a daily basis. The gross expense ratio, in contrast to the net expense ratio, does not reflect any fee waivers in effect during the time period.

Sales Fees
Also known as loads, sales fees list the maximum level of initial (front-end) and deferred (back-end) sales charges imposed by a fund. The scales of minimum and maximum charges are taken from a fund’s prospectus. Because fees change frequently and are sometimes waived, it is wise to examine the fund’s prospectus carefully for specific information before investing.

12b1 Expense %
A 12b-1 fee is a fee used to pay for a mutual fund’s distribution costs. It is often used as a commission to brokers for selling the fund. The amount of the fee is taken from a fund’s returns.

Maximum Redemption Fee %
The Maximum Redemption Fee is the maximum amount a fund may charge if redeemed in a specific time period after the fund’s purchase (for example, 30, 180, or 365 days).

Asset Allocation
Asset Allocation reflects asset class weightings of the portfolio. The “Other” category includes security types that are not neatly classified in the other asset classes, such as convertible bonds and preferred stocks, or cannot be classified by Morningstar as a result of missing data. Morningstar may display asset allocation data in several ways, including tables or pie charts. In addition, Morningstar may compare the asset class breakdown of the fund against its three-year average, category average, and/or index proxy.
Asset allocations shown in tables may include a breakdown among the long, short, and net (long positions net short) positions. These statistics summarize what the fund’s managers are buying and how they are positioning the fund’s portfolio. When short positions are captured in these portfolio statistics, investors get a more robust description of the fund’s exposure and risk. Long positions involve buying the security outright and selling it later, with the hope the security’s price rises over time. Short positions are taken with the hope of benefitting from anticipated price declines. The investor borrows the security from another investor, sells it and receives cash, and then is obligated to buy it back at some point in the future. If the price falls after the short sale, the investor will have sold high and can buy low to close the short position and lock in a profit. However, if the price of the security increases after the short sale, the investor will experience a loss buying it at a higher price than the sale price.
Most fund portfolios hold fairly conventional securities, such as long positions in equities and bonds. Morningstar may generate a colored pie chart for these portfolios. Other portfolios use other investment strategies or securities, such as short positions or derivatives, in an attempt to reduce transaction costs, enhance returns, or reduce risk. Some of these securities and strategies behave like conventional securities, while other have unique return and risk characteristics. Portfolios that incorporate investment strategies resulting in short positions or portfolio with relatively exotic derivative positions often report data to Morningstar that does not meet the parameters of the calculation underlying a pie chart’s generation. Because of the nature of how these securities are reported to Morningstar, we may not always get complete portfolio information to report asset allocation. Morningstar, at its discretion, may determine if unidentified characteristics of fund holdings are material. Asset allocation and other breakdowns may be rescaled accordingly so that percentages total to 100 percent. (Morningstar used discretion to determine if unidentified characteristics of fund holdings are material, pie charts and other breakdowns may rescale identified characteristics to 100% for more intuitive presentation.) Note that all other portfolio statistics presented in this report are based on the long (or long rescaled) holdings of the fund only.

Sector Weightings
Super Sectors represent Morningstar's broadest classification of equity sectors by assigning the 11 equity sectors into three classifications. The Cyclical Super Sector includes industries significantly impacted by economic shifts, and the stocks included in these sectors generally have betas greater than 1. The Defensive Super Sector generally includes industries that are relatively immune to economic cycles, and the stocks in these industries generally have betas less than 1. The Sensitive Super Sector includes industries that ebb and flow with the overall economy, but not severely so. Stocks in the Sensitive Super Sector generally have betas that are close to 1.

Morningstar Rating™
The Morningstar Rating™ for funds, or “star rating”, is calculated for managed products (including mutual funds, variable annuity and variable life subaccounts, exchange-traded funds, closed-end funds, and separate accounts) with at least a three-year history. Exchange-traded funds and open-ended mutual funds are considered a single population for comparative purposes. It is calculated based on a Morningstar Risk-Adjusted Return measure that accounts for variation in a managed product’s monthly excess performance, placing more emphasis on downward variations and rewarding consistent performance. The Morningstar Rating does not include any adjustment for sales loads. The top 10% of products in each product category receive 5 stars, the next 22.5% receive 4 stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars, the next 22.5% receive 2 stars, and the bottom 10% receive 1 star. The Overall Morningstar Rating for a managed product is derived from a weighted average of the performance figures associated with its three-, five-, and 10-year (if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics. The weights are: 100% three-year rating for 36-59 months of total returns, 60% five-year rating/40% three-year rating for 60-119 months of total returns, and 50% 10-year rating/30% five-year rating/20% three-year rating for 120 or more months of total returns. While the 10-year overall star rating formula seems to give the most weight to the 10-year period, the most recent three-year period actually has the greatest impact because it is included in all three rating periods.
For private funds, the Morningstar Rating presented is hypothetical, because Morningstar does not independently analyze private funds. Rather, the rating is assigned as a means to compare these funds with the universe of mutual funds that Morningstar rates. The evaluation of this
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investment does not affect the retail mutual fund data published by Morningstar.

**Morningstar Return**
The Morningstar Return rates a fund’s performance relative to other managed products in its Morningstar Category. It is an assessment of a product’s excess return over a risk-free rate (the return of the 90-day Treasury Bill) in comparison with the products in its Morningstar category. In each Morningstar category, the top 10% of products earn a High Morningstar Return (High), the next 22.5% Above Average (+ Avg), the middle 35% Average (Avg), the next 22.5% Below Average (- Ave), and the bottom 10% Low (Low). Morningstar Return is measured for up to three time periods (three, five, and 10 years). These separate measures are then weighted and averaged to produce an overall measure for the product. Products with less than three years of performance history are not rated.

**Morningstar Risk**
Morningstar Risk evaluates a fund’s downside volatility relative to that of other products in its Morningstar Category. It is an assessment of the variations in monthly returns, with an emphasis on downside variations, in comparison with the products in its Morningstar category. In each Morningstar category, the 10% of products with the lowest measured risk are described as Low Risk (Low), the next 22.5% Below Average (-Avg), the middle 35% Average (Avg), the next 22.5% Above Average (+ Avg), and the top 10% High (High). Morningstar Risk is measured for up to three time periods (three, five, and 10 years). These separate measures are then weighted and averaged to produce an overall measure for the product. Products with less than three years of performance history are not rated.

**Morningstar Style Box™**
The Morningstar Style Box reveals a fund’s investment strategy as of the date noted on this report. For equity funds the vertical axis shows the market capitalization of the long stocks owned and the horizontal axis shows investment style (value, blend, or growth).

For fixed-income funds, the vertical axis shows the credit quality of the long bonds owned and the horizontal axis shows interest rate sensitivity as measured by a bond’s effective duration.

Morningstar seeks credit rating information from fund companies on a periodic basis (e.g., quarterly). In compiling credit rating information, Morningstar instructs fund companies to only use ratings that have been assigned by a Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (NRSRO). If two NRSROs have rated a security, fund companies are to report the lowest rating; if three or more NRSROs have rated the same security differently, fund companies are to report the rating that is in the middle. For example, if NRSRO X rates a security AA-, NRSRO Y rates the same security an A and NRSRO Z rates it a BBB+, the fund company should use the credit rating of ‘A’ in its reporting to Morningstar. PLEASE NOTE: Morningstar, Inc. is not itself an NRSRO nor does it issue a credit rating on the fund. An NRSRO credit rating maps this average default rate to its corresponding credit quality along a convex curve.

For interest-rate sensitivity, Morningstar obtains from fund companies the average effective duration. In these cases static breakpoints are utilized. These breakpoints are as follows: (i) Limited: 4.5 years or less; (ii) Moderate: more than 4.5 years but less than 7 years; and (iii) Extensive: more than 7 years. In addition, for non-US taxable and non-US domiciled fixed income funds static duration breakpoints are used: (i) Limited: less than or equal to 3.5 years; (ii) Moderate: greater than 3.5 and less than equal to 6 years; (iii) Extensive: greater than 6 years.

**Principal Risks**
The specific risks associated with investing in this fund. Please see the Risk Definitions document for more information on each type of risk.

**Investment Risk**

**Foreign Securities Funds/Emerging Markets Funds:** The investor should note that funds that invest in foreign securities involve special additional risks. These risks include, but are not limited to, currency risk, political risk, and risk associated with varying accounting standards. Investing in emerging markets may accentuate these risks.

**Specialty/Sector Funds:** The investor should note that funds that invest exclusively in one sector or industry involve additional risks. The lack of industry diversification subjects the investor to increased industry-specific risks.

**Non-Diversified Funds:** The investor should note that funds that invest in stocks of small companies involve additional risks. Smaller companies typically have a higher risk of failure, and are not as well established as larger blue-chip companies. Historically, smaller-company stocks have experienced a greater degree of market volatility than the overall market average.

**Mid Cap Funds:** The investor should note that funds that invest in companies with market capitalizations below $10 billion involve additional risks. The securities of these companies may be more volatile and less liquid than the securities of larger companies.